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Weatherproofing Advisors were successfully appointed to carry out a refurbishment of the retail roof at
Shell Hillington, Glasgow

The existing tiles were removed from the site, in accordance
with HSE regulations. Following the stripping process, new

marine-grade plywood was fitted and sealed, which provided
a sound base for the new system as well as providing security

to the property below.
To provide a long-term, maintenance-free roofing system

that is aesthetically suitable for the surroundings, the Britmet
Liteslate system was selected. 

This lightweight synthetic slate is made from 95% recycled
polymers and incorporates all associated flashings and

rainwater goods. Designed to give a traditional slate
appearance, the system is guaranteed for 40 years against

weather penetration.

In conjunction with Vinci Facilities, Weatherproofing Advisors
engaged with Shell to establish the condition of the existing

roof coverings at this busy petrol station in Glasgow.
The existing retail unit roof consisted of asbestos tiles, which
displayed the typical aging characteristics associated with a

system of this age and type. 
Several of the tiles had been replaced, while various patch
repairs had been carried out on associated flashings and

guttering.
Given the nature of the site, access was restricted so WPA

utilised its commercial drone license to produce a
photographic roof condition survey report.

Working in conjunction with the client, a specification was
developed to provide the most practical solution for long-

term maintenance, while causing the minimum disruption to
daily operations.



Installation of marine-grade plywood following
tile removal

Existing roof covering New fascias, soffits and rainwater goods 

Existing roof covering 

New Britmet Liteslate system
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Setting new standards for the roofing industry

wpaportal.co.uk

Established over four decades, Weatherproofing
Advisors continue to raise the bar with respect to their
technical and service capabilities.

Specialising in the maintenance and refurbishment of
roofing and cladding, Weatherproofing Advisors have
built their enviable reputation around their passion for
providing their customers with unparalleled levels of
service.

Service the WPA way Our culture of continual
improvement and going the extra mile for our
customers and colleagues alike has enabled us to
develop a true and lasting partnership with many of our
clients.

Our customers say we bring real value to their business
– over 93% of our customers said we had provided
excellent levels of service in relation to quality of works,
health and safety, communications and customer care.

All sectors covered from service centres across the UK

Weatherproofing Advisors Ltd offer both a regional and
national capability through their service centres across
the UK. We have experience of working in all market
sectors and fully appreciate the different demands
associated with each.

Good service does not happen by accident.
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